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ETHNIC MINORITIES IN FRANCE Dance of the Bast? Of this dance one says that it has arisen from two old branches: One represents the sceptre of power that took the old faracos monarchs, and the other drift of the martial art with which defend formerly the farmers. One also comments that the famous dancer Nagua Fuad was the one who made an adaptation for the dance of the belly, inspired in these martial arts. Dance is one that belongs to Egyptian folclore and its true root, part from both origins mentioned before. It is a dance that demands much strength and skill, diminished with great cadence and harmony, demanding a high elegance like thus also an big capacity of juggling and coordination. Usually it is danced with the rate SAIDI, that is the Egyptian popular rate. It generates joy and enthusiasm, and it is usually used at some moment of the show. The clothes of this dance consist of: a tunic fitted to the body to accentuate the movements and with a handkerchief in the full head of flowers or pompons of colours. Very typical Egyptian outfity. Dance of the Candelabrum: This dance was inherited from the old rites and ceremony that were carried out in the hermetic religious temples. The ignition of candles has a mystical meaning net and is a form to offer to spiritual light to the different events and deities. At the moment it is a dance that usually is interpreted in the weddings or the baptisms, being a this symbolic form to illuminate to just handcuffed or new born, in his new way to undertake. The clothes more classic than usually are used is a túnica with great sleeves that are opened and finished in tip. As far as music some Taksim (single of melódico instrument) can be used or a song cheers that it invites to the festividad. The Zaggat or chinchines: They are the metal subjects of gossip that in their origin were of wood. They are the castanets of the Eastern dancer, they take the rate of the percussion that accompanies all music and serves as attractive, as thus also of musical support and as one more an ability sample than has the dancer, as opposed to all the aspects of this old art. In some cultures they were used to frighten to the bad spirits thanks to his acute and penetrating sound. We can use it the following rates: Saidi- Maksoum-Samai-Fallahi-Karatchi or two by one Malfus and Zar. In addition to the rates, with chinchines a series of combinations can be made that give different forms from sounds, that they serve to accentuate certain musical passages Other Dances Exist other dances that in varied occasions accompany and feed the representation on the dancer, but these widely are bound to the zone or country of origin from which they themselves come. For example in the Lebanon we observed the dancer making dances that execute with jumps and blows of the feet on the ground. This Dabke call belongs to his folclore. If we traveled towards the Arab countries that are in North Africa, we observed routines clarified with afro-Eastern dances or of the Magreb (Morocco, Tunisia, Algeria) that are made with great túnicas and belong to folclore of the Sahara or Beduino. Czar: It is the original ritual dance of North Africa, is fusion between the African spiritualist pagan
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dances with the Eastern dance. Within the ritual dances we have two styles: corresponding to North Africa, denominated the afro-Arab, and is interpreted exclusively by women (the men single participate in the part of music) who do it moving their heads in form to circulate to the rate of the music that is increasing its speed until the end. The other style is the one that derives from the Sufis, that today it is part of folclore Egyptian, and is made by men, with ample snaped like a bwll skirts, all along turning on his same axes, making different feats and figures. They can turn length time without stopping and at least getting dizzy, taking off the skirts with great ability, and soon rotating them on the fingers of their hands. The dancer generally interprets her dance of single Czar at the end of a her of Derbake, giving majestic touch, vitality and special impact at the end of her spectacle. The Dabke: It is the type of dance that is executed marking the musical rate with the feet, punteando and making different combinations from zapateo. It is made in long rows of interlaced people and one dances generally between men and women. It represents in addition the force, the union, the cooperation and the reinforcement to the own earth. This dance folkloric is native of Syria and Lebanon and with some variants it is also danced in Iraq. The most traditional clothes of the Dabke are: For the men, trousers slipper with a fabric leftover that stays as an accordion between the legs, that is called Charwel, that means Chiripá; an ample shirt and a vest style bullfigther, with boots, and the Agal, held triangular handkerchief with a cord around the head. And for the woman: with long trousers, a blouse of long and closed sleeves until the neck, a handkerchief in the Valencian head style, shoes and the hair braided in two parts. Sometimes they use also an apron, own of the women of the field. The Jaliye: Jaliye means "of the gulf". It is the Saudi, but in the modern form that is used at the present time. It is a very enthusiastic rate. This dance is own of the Persian Gulf (Saudi Arabia, Arab Kuwait, Emirates) has been born in this zone, where is Mecca, it yields world-wide of the Islamismo, where the woman I could not be exposed and be. It is an expression where the movements of the very ample túnicas are conjugated, the slopes or hoops and the long hairs in a graceful one and cheer dance. It consists of moving the long hair to the rate of music, transporting it of a shoulder towards the other, with great skill and geometric pitches. The dancers use pending lengths that usually measure up to thirty centimeters in length and one ample túnica embroidered in gold threads. The Mileia: The Mileia is the mantle with which the Arab woman covers herself, specially the Muslim woman. Mantle that is used so much by religious questions, as a typical outfit within this society. From the Egyptian suburbs a mythical feminine character arises, known like mileia, is the woman who in front of reveals itself the rules that to him a society imposes where the man is favored. She covers herself with her mantle like all the women, but, in addition, she represents a symbol of revolt, challenge and powerful weapon of seduction, as opposed to the inequality, in the little spaces that its society offers him. Inculta is the woman, bold, graceful, voluptuosa, undergone and armed of much wisdom and cleverness that knows to prevail, turning men crazy, itself of the repressive laws of
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these. This he is a very popular personage within the dance of the belly in Egypt, that nothing has to do whereupon this is or represents one prostitute, all the opposite, is the woman who stimulated by her own convictions, fights to her way and within its little possibilities as her woman, within this society. Mileia uses a túnica fitted to the body, its wrists full of bracelets, a slave in its ankle (used by the women it jeopardize) that it takes advantage of it as she excuses to show them in public, its hair surrounds it with handkerchief, who it generally adorns with flowers or pompones of colors, uses great hoops, takes its eyes affluent emphasized with Kohol, (vegetal dust that is used as eyeliner) and produces everything very provocative, audacious and arrogant, full a dance of popular gestures and like an rebellious adolescent, plays with a rubber to chew, while it makes its attractive dance. For this dance a music is used that is called Egyptian Baladi, very noticeable and agile, typical songs of folclore Egyptian and generally with letters that speak indeed on the scandalous audacity and until sometimes indecoroso of mileia. First afrocubanas dances . 1513 the first African slaves enter Cuba to replace in the hard tasks the Indian, who stops century XVII is exterminated almost. Next to the different?icos groups tra?s from Africa came their cultural expressions, art?icas as as much religious. Many think that m?ca inherited of our slaves does not belong to our "folklore", and in fact this m?ca is of African origin, but it has been developed and it evolved totally in our town. Their simple dances and songs, were common in ceremonies for deceaseds and of iniciaci? they tambi?en the festividad of alg?God. The groups of Bant?ienen origin colectivistas dances, est?n was the Man?ue dance already disuse, exclusive for men although some strong women and manly tambi?los have danced. It was as a pugilístico sport with blows and bet money like in the rooster fights. The Makuta was an old and secret dance, also in Conga Rule. It was danced within the fourth asylum. The dancer put itself like delantar of deer skin, and in the waist, shoulders and legs they took to bells and bells, and of the chest gangarria hung one. The Wood dance or Pothook characterized an abrupt movement of the arms and the chest towards ahead and sometimes circulating. Drum was not used but a wood of guayabo giving a dry blow among them and thus accentuated the rate of the dance. This shock serves to radiate beneficial Earth force and powers. And finally they had the Dance of the Yuka that era of fertility; erotic, where pelvis was hit like completing the sexual act. They were made accompany by called drums equal. Some informants of Lydia Goatherd said Yuka or Makuta indistintivamente, reason why note that the time has influenced and transformed some of these songs and choreographies into diverse regions, like has gone with all these cults of oral transmission, reason why they are not exact everywhere that are known. In the dances of the Yorubas (Santeros) each Santo has a different dance that with his movement they deal to stage the character of the same one. Thus Ochosi, being the God of Caza, its dance is rich in pantomimas of huntings and those of Yemayá, Goddess of the Sea, maintains movements bivouacs and ondulantes like the marine waves, calmed times and other stormy ones. On the other hand Changó, God of the ray, the fire, and the virilidad, while the language dances extraction to mean that it has it of fire, giving brincos either high and making contorsiones or strange, trying to accentuate its great power with crude sexual eróticas evocaciones. When he is dancing himself, the believers who dance, or simply those that participate singing or observing, are posesionando themselves of some dead (if it is the Congo), or of
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santo (if he is yoruba), that is that receives in its body the spirit of some organization. All these dances have similar characteristics with rows or circles, although some with time have evolved and acquired novel choreographies. These dances never became popular by their intrinsically religious character. To all these, the town identified it as Touch of Santo and its fidelity were privative of the color people (his first medical instructors). On the other hand they were the Bembé in which they participated white peculiar, that was going to observe the black dances and mulatos. Some of these dances have use in Cuba of which popular dances have been originated. Morocco Arabic-Andalusian. It is the music that was born here, in Al Andalus, and that still today is present in our popular romances. When she had to flee settled down in Morocco, Tunisia and Algeria seating the seed of his classic and cultured music. Nubas or long pieces that conform the body of this music was compiled partly in century XVIII and schools for their study and interpretation were based; they are important those of Tetuán, Fez, Rabat or Chauen. Remarkable interpreters are the Orchestra To the Brihi de Fez, directed by Abdelkrim Raïs, the Orchestra Andalusí de Tánger or the one of Tetuán, where the Feminine Choir "Filali" exists as well. On Spain Eduardo Paniagua he has founded several groups, like the Ensemble Ibn Bayyá, in collaboration with the Moroccan musicians Omar Methiou and the Arabí Sherghini. Equally Moroccan and Spanish they integrate the groups To the Baraka and Abdelkarim Ensemble, been in Granada. In the andalusí tradition the cantautor To the Sikkameya or the laudista Said Chrabi is also located. The orchestras are formed by violins, úd (laúd) and percussions: to bendir (pandero), darbuka or drum of glass and the pandereta to tar. In the formation most puristic they take primitive ribab instead of the violins, that were introduced in century XIX, although, that yes, touches them in the Arab position, upon the knee. Bereber. This is the nature of the oldest folklore of the country, as it is it the origin of great part of his population, and impregnates the rural scope (weddings, work, celebrations, etc.). Are songs and dances executed by communal groups, accompanied almost always by panderos - that usually take cross-sectional wires to sound more estridentes -, and palms, many palms in intercrossed rates. Where better these traditions are conserved is in the High Atlas, taking the name from ahidus the groups in the northeast and the one of abuachs in valleys of the southwest; also there are traveling professional musicians, imazyazn or rways, that exposes their stories in small markets accompanying itself by ribab or lotar (species of guitar). The northern mountains of the Rif are also rich in music to bereber, there tabtuka yabylia has other styles with wind instruments like flauta lyra and also the ghaita and tebel - that comes to be like the dulzaina and the tamboril, but sound simultaneously to many dulzainas and many drums there -. the apabullante sound of the Musical Teachers of Jujuka, a small village became famous, since they visited Paul Bowles and one of the Rollings; they touch a continuous music, without single, with hipnóticos and curativos powers. Other well-known groups are the Ensemble de Mujeres de Taroudant, Bnet Marraquech, also feminine, and the Group Isawa de Ben Souda. Gnaua. In the zone sureña of Marraquech conserves a music of animistic critical moment that comes from old ceremonies of guineanos slaves who were taken there in century XVII. Its execution begins with the serious and deep sound of guimbri or to feel, instrument of three cords and rectangular box that a continuous rate gives, stood out soon by cárcabas, species of metallic castanets, in which it already seems an unstoppable train on which they send to his plegarias and phrases to choir. In Europe, its similarity with rates of low electrical has helped to that this style
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penetrated and fusion groups have originated themselves. Of most classic the Hwa and Nass Marrakesh are Muluk, that have visited Spain; also Gnawa Ouled Marrakech and solistas like Hassan Hakmoun and Abdelazid Kodsi are known who practice a mixed style more with other western ones. mystical Brotherhoods. In the same religious sense to reach the mystical éxtasis diverse brotherhoods are framed, some impregnated of the sufí espiritualidad that recite coránicas praises in surrounding choirs (they are tarikas or the Harrakiyya de Tetuán). Others, more fused with rites bereberes, can look for therapeutic purposes and touch their deafening percussions, like the brotherhoods aisawa or jilala. Sephardic. As or it is known also the Jews were victims of that "ethnic cleaning" of Kings Catolicos and their language and its culture in North Africa settled down mainly with, although also they implanted colonies in Turkey or Greece. They founded important communities on Tánger, Fez and Tetuán. At the moment they have diminished much by the emigration to Israel, but, in the last centuries one occurred a great cultural communication and it exists, for example, a specific song book judeo-Moroccan, that venerate interpreters like Emil Zhrihan, been born in Tánger, considered one of summits of the Sephardic vocal style; or Judith Cohenm, student and member of the Gerineldo group, that settled down in Canada. Also the Andalusí Orchestra of Israel forms sefarditas born in the Magreb that fuse both repertoires; Françoise Atlan, Yosefa Dahara and Rosa Askenazi (that, in spite of its last name, do not come from Central Europe), are other interpreters of this music, as well as diverse Spanish musicians, the most known are Joaquin Diaz. Chaabi. If music gnaua is the tendency that has extended more to the outside, it has not been thus with more really popular in all the country -"chaabi" means that: popular -. She is the one that is listened to by the radio, the one that is recorded more in casetes which stores and street positions proliferate in, being made hear constantly in the bullicio of its street-market. It is a glad and simple music, very become related with the tradition to bereber, although it takes Arab elements and modern, but, in general, usually they are songs in which a solista constantly is been responsible for a choir or instrument, more of the times a violin, that in addition to frasear very insistently, can make improvisations exciting; all it with typical percussions that print a frenetic rate which, in addition, is accelerated towards the end: that is, one marches wonderful. They exist infinity of instrumentalist singers and, emphasizing the success of Nayat Aatabou, a woman with own style and personal letters of social and feminista content. Other names are Khaled Benani, Faissal or the Orquestra Jidwan. Pop. Referring us now to the styles that therefore are denominated commercially in our country, it is to notice that its penetration in Moroccan music is a fact. It has not taken in piercing raï, of Algerian origin, but whose present production comes mainly from France: it has its Moroccan stars already as they are Cheb Kader, Nasro, Chaba Zahuanía and the Barcelonian resident Chab Shamir. Others mix the Arab inheritance with the rock, funky, rap, etc. like Hamid Baroudi, Majid Bekas, the group Argues and the Hussaini Kili (that was with the Dissidenten Germans). In France the racially mixed groups with Moroccans and Algerians between their members proliferate, as they are the National Orchestra of Barbés and Gnawa Diffussion; also in Barcelona 08001 has been born (the district of the Raval), and in Valencia the Mawali group. The technological tendency has fructified between Casablanca and Switzerland and exists or dances "arab-tecno", produced by groups like Aisha Khandish e1s Jarring Effects or Amina Saqati
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Ethincs minority in germany In Germany some ethnic minorities exist. For example, the Danish or the Serbs, an enslaved town. Nevertheless, Germany has almost seven million foreign residents, that is to say, 9% of the total of the population. Ethnic minority greater is the Turks. There is a great number of people who have left their countries and have looked for refuge in Germany. In this work, we will only be centered in the typical dance of the Turkish inhabitants who reside Germany: The dance of the belly. BELY Their origin probably is Greek, since throughout his history they participated in esoteric religious rites that also included dances. Although some professional dancers consider Egypt as the cradle of this dance. To the dance of the belly in Turkey she is called to him: "gobek dans", was developed with the influence of diverse cultures and even today continuous with that process. Years ago, the Americans discovered the dance and translated of the French "danse du ventre" for "belly dances". Now she has put herself fashionable and many women are practicing it in the western countries. Through diverse borders and cultures this dance is recognized by its own style. There are several points that make it different from other forms of dance, reveal his inheritance and diversity. It has traditional associations with the religious elements and eróticos, their evident origins come from the cults of fertility in the old world, this ambiguity has contributed to that it is admired or despised. The dance of the belly was designed only for the feminine body, with emphasis in abdominal muscles, the hip moves rhytmically simultaneously that the hands and the neck. The dance is firm, traditionally danced with the barefoot feet in contact with the ground. It is characterized by sensual movements, of hip, torso, neck and hands. Some dancers use rhytmical instruments like unique support to their dance, although also another type of objects is usual: serpents, veils, swords or candles. The serpents are related to the mysterious old cults, is a complex symbol that represented the masculine and feminine principles, simultaneously that immortality in form of I circulate, biting the tail. The western women who practice the dance of the belly assure that they do not have anything to do with the type of exercise which they have practiced sometimes in his life, you obtain benefits such as: To mold your figure without violent efforts, reason why is one practices indicated for any age and physical training conditionses. many muscles of the body move that usually do not work, reason why you become hardened in general and you obtain a correct position of back. one gains flexibility, coordination and knowledge of the own body. - It releases tensions, it generates euphoria and well-being. the self-esteem Elevates. - pleasant and it is amused. "the pain the rule has gone me" is what many say.
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This dance does not require much movement, is quite subtle in its expression and cheers, one of its aims is to feel and to transmit joy. In addition it contains great control on the body of a same one, since you must work from the end of the foot, to I complete hair, since also it is an element of the dance. What but one moves in this dance is the hip, not the abdomen, this moves by the intense effort of the hips. Really their movements are not complicated, which demands is much soltura and to face certain complexes, blockades or taboos. Specially in western countries where there is culture no to live the body with the dance and to do it as a form of expression. In the cradle of this dance, in Oriente.medio, the countries that have in their culture this reserved dance single to women, and who cannot be seen in public, in some cases see forced to work in nocturnal clubs like prostitutas, although there are some dancers who have been able to make of their dance a prestigious spectacle. And as innovation in the world of the dance: the "physical canon". Practicing the dance of the belly, if these gordita, thousand times better! A rolliza affluent gut and good hips, are as better all the movements are seen. But without a doubt what but beauty gives off is the happiness, your happiness, with same you and your body, that radiates beauty. So it gives equal the body that you have, which matters making the dance of the belly is that you appreciate it. ETHNIC MINORITIES IN ITALY GREECE HasapikoÇ±Ã¬À¹º¿ This was the dance of the asociation of Butchers from Constantinople during the byzantine period, and after it was known Makelarikos (¼±ºµ»»¬Á¹º¿Â)(butcher). The dance was popular in Constantinople and in some islands for centuryes until 1922, when it was absorbed by music from Rembetika. There are many variations and never two group of dancers make the same variations. Its danced whith hands on shoulders of the partners and the dancers improvise the order of variations. They are comunicated whith pats. The dance is divided in two parts, one slowly "Argos or Baris" (±Á³ÌÂ · ²±Á®Â) and other fast "Grigoros or Jasaposerbiko" (³Á®³¿Á¿Â · Ç±Ã±À¿Ã-Á6?¹º¿). A simplification of the slow Hasapiko is the "Syrtaki" (ÃÅÁÄ¬º¹). It was invented in France,but after it was diffused in Greece. Moreover of the simple steps, the style is comparable with the deep concentration of the slow Hasapiko. A lot of variaions are interchangebles between the two dances. Kalamatianosº±»±¼±Ä¹±½ÌÂ Syrto of central Greece: a variation of Syrto. Syrto means "dance of drag" and its very old. The Kalamatianos was the popular Syrto from South and as soon as South was liberaed before, it became in the national dance and it was diffused. It isnt from Kalamata, but its name came from a song about Kalamata ("The kerchief from Kalamata")(œ±½Ä¯»¹ š±»±¼±Ä¹±½Ì). Kalamata always was famous because of silk during the Byzantine Empire, and the song is about give to your love a silk kerchief from Kalamata. This was a token of love. Syrto from south can be danced in 7/8 or 2/4 (divided in long-short-short). The musicians began to call all the songs in 7/8 "Kalamatianos" to distinguish it from the songs in 2/4, call "Syrto". Someone say that songs in 7/8 should be danced with more jumps, and songs in 2/4 simply "syrto" (drag). Traditionally, only the leader or the leader pair made the variations, but now all the group make it.
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PentozaliÀµ½Ä¿¶¬»·Â A dance in 2/4 originate from Rethimno, Crete. In 1755, the rebel leader of Crete, Daskologianis, comended to the musician Stephanos Triandafilakis asong to encourage his warriors in the battle against Ottomans. He composed this music of speed and spiritual rithm. A lot of men listened to this music before died... a music created to take free to men Although a lot of foreigns say that the dance has eight or ten steps, Cretan use a rare method of numeration and the name of the dance means five steps (Àµ½Ä¿ + ¶¬»·). (Zali=step) Its danced in the sit or moving to right side. The basic steps of fast Pentozali are too deceptivelies to makerapido. Slow Pentozali (siganos, Ã¹³±½ÌÂ) is danced with join hands, and fast Pentozali with hands on shoulders. Traditionally, dancers song old verses from Crete (like Kondylies or Erotokristos) while they danced slow Pentozali. ETHNIC MINORITIES IN ITALY GREECE HasapikoÇ±Ã¬À¹º¿ This was the dance of the asociation of Butchers from Constantinople during the byzantine period, and after it was known Makelarikos (¼±ºµ»»¬Á¹º¿Â)(butcher). The dance was popular in Constantinople and in some islands for centuryes until 1922, when it was absorbed by music from Rembetika. There are many variations and never two group of dancers make the same variations. Its danced whith hands on shoulders of the partners and the dancers improvise the order of variations. They are comunicated whith pats. The dance is divided in two parts, one slowly "Argos or Baris" (±Á³ÌÂ · ²±Á®Â) and other fast "Grigoros or Jasaposerbiko" (³Á®³¿Á¿Â · Ç±Ã±À¿Ã-Á²¹º¿). A simplification of the slow Hasapiko is the "Syrtaki" (ÃÅÁÄ¬º¹). It was invented in France,but after it was diffused in Greece. Moreover of the simple steps, the style is comparable with the deep concentration of the slow Hasapiko. A lot of variaions are interchangebles between the two dances. Kalamatianosº±»±¼±Ä¹±½ÌÂ Syrto of central Greece: a variation of Syrto. Syrto means "dance of drag" and its very old. The Kalamatianos was the popular Syrto from South and as soon as South was liberaed before, it became in the national dance and it was diffused. It isnt from Kalamata, but its name came from a song about Kalamata ("The kerchief from Kalamata")(œ±½Ä¯»¹ š±»±¼±Ä¹±½Ì). Kalamata always was famous because of silk during the Byzantine Empire, and the song is about give to your love a silk kerchief from Kalamata. This was a token of love. Syrto from south can be danced in 7/8 or 2/4 (divided in long-short-short). The musicians began to call all the songs in 7/8 "Kalamatianos" to distinguish it from the songs in 2/4, call "Syrto". Someone say that songs in 7/8 should be danced with more jumps, and songs in 2/4 simply "syrto" (drag). Traditionally, only the leader or the leader pair made the variations, but now all the group make it. PentozaliÀµ½Ä¿¶¬»·Â A dance in 2/4 originate from Rethimno, Crete. In 1755, the rebel leader of Crete, Daskologianis, comended to the musician Stephanos Triandafilakis a song to encourage his warriors in the battle against Ottomans. He composed this music of speed and spiritual rithm. A lot of men listened to this music before dying... a music created to take free to men Although a lot of foreigns say that the dance has eight or ten steps, Cretan use a rare method of numeration and the name of the dance means five steps (Àµ½Ä¿ + ¶¬»·). (Zali=step) Its danced in the sit or moving to right side. The basic steps of fast Pentozali are too deceptivelies to makerapido. Slow Pentozali (siganos, Ã¹³±½ÌÂ) is danced with join hands, and fast Pentozali with hands on shoulders. Traditionally, dancers song old verses from Crete (like Kondylies or Erotokristos) while they danced slow Pentozali.
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ITALY Tarantela Its a dance from south of Italy. Its danced in pairs and its a dance of courting, with music in 6/8. The speed of music increase gradually and It go accompanied with castanets and drums. During the Meadle Age, in some places of the south of Italy, was existed the creency that tarantela dance can cure a illness produced by a spiders bit. However, the name of tarantela came from Tarento, a italian city. DEUCHTLAND Waltz The word waltz come from the german word walzen, that in english means turn. Waltz is an elegant dance that its danced in pairs with music in ¾. The first part of the waltz rithm had a strong impulse, followed of two parts more faints. This dance was originated about 1800 in central Europe, and with its fast turn of pairs embraced,the society of its time was shaked. The waltz became in the best ballroom dance at XIX century and it was very popular till XX century. A lot of variations were created, like Viennese waltz, very smart and with a fast rithm, that was very popular about the middle of XIX century thanks to the Viennese composer Johann Strauss. The waltz of the XIX century was fastest than the waltz of XX century. FRANCE Cancan The cancan is a French dance, famous for its legs elevations and for its attractives body movements. This dance, danced by girls, became popular in the concerts halls about 1840, although it was considered ordinary. The name of this dance came from the french word cancan that its mean is scandal. Cotillón The cotillón is a frec. Dence for four pairs in a square formation. It is a kind of contradance that appeared about 1700. In the XIX century, it became diffused as far as U.K., U.S.A and Canada. A variation of cotilllón unrolled 3 or 5 complexes figures,whith its own song.It was the preceding of the square dance. At the end of the XIX century, the others variations of cotillón became in game-dances very flightiness with prizes, sanctions and frecuently changes of pairs. POLAND Poland is a country where many people emigrate to others paises like the U.S.A., Germany, Russia, France, Canada, Brazil, Australia and the United Kingdom. In Poland there are not many ethnic minorities. There are gypsies living in small communities, and they have a typical music and dances. POMORZE POLISH FOLKDANCE ENSEMBLE Pomorze, Nova Scotias Polish Folkdance Ensemble, was born in 1983. During the last several years the ensmeble has been "dormant" however, it has recently started up again and rehearsals are once again in progress. See the information below on how to get involved. During its past incarnation, Pomorze grew from a small group of enthusiasts to a well-organized company with a full repertoire. During that time Pomorze gave over one hundred fifty performances at occasions such as the Polish Dance Festival of the Americas in both Boston and Montreal, the Canadian Polish Dance Festival in Toronto, the Seventh and Eighth International Festival of Polish Folkdance Ensembles in Rzeszow, Poland, the Canada Games Festivities in Cape Breton, the visit of His Holiness Pope John-Paul II in Halifax, The Nova Scotia International Tattoo, the first annual A Day in Poland celebrations, and many multicultural events and celebrations. Pomorzes performances in Poland earned them the
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Medal of Honour from amongst the fifty-five companies from eleven countries who participated. Pomorze also produced two half hour television programs for Halifax Cablevision entitled Zabawa Poland Dances. Pomorzes costume collection is one of the best of its kind in Canada with six complete colourful sets of eight mens and womens costumes for the dances in the repertoire. All the costumes are authentic folk costumes, for the most part made in their respective regions of Poland. The collection also includes smaller numbers of costumes from other regions. The original music to which the dances are performed was scored for eight instruments and recorded by local musicians. Their dances include exciting and original choreographys for some of the most intriguing of Polish dances. They include full company choreographies for: ·The Krakowiak -- one of Polands national dances including the story of the invasion of the Tartars complete with their dancing horse, the Lajkonik. ·The Nowo Sadecki-- the companys signature piece from the town of Nowy Sacz in the foothills of the Tatra Mountains. An exuberant village dance with lots of character. ·The Rzeszowski -- from Polands south-east this dance features beautiful costumes combined with the eye-catching spins and turns of this region. ·The Goralski -- from high in the Carpathian Mountains. Completely unlike any other dance in Poland it features very athletic and acrobatic performances by the men including their characteristic axe leaping! ·The Lubelski -- from the beautiful city of Lublin this dance is another brisk and lively folk dance comprised of several segments including a polka, an oberek and a gypsy dance. ·The Kujawiak-Oberek -- from the Kujawy area of Poland it combines the very energetic oberek with the stately kujawiak. The most balletic of Polands national dances it employs much classical technique and features a number of energetic lifts. All the dances are from original choreographies done specifically for our group by some of the better choreographers in Canada and Poland. No one else dances these numbers! ETHNIC MINORITIES IN SPAIN INTRODUCTION Fran from time ago till now, Spain has received the arrival of inmigrants from different countires and with them, their cultures and traditions. Spain is for them an opportunity to improve their lives. This is a multicultural country, symbol of its own value. We have chosen some of the most important ethnic minorites to let you know their dances. First of all we are going to talk about Morocco dances, then Colombia and Argentina dances and at the end gipsy dances. MOROCCO DANCE BELLY DANCE In the arab culture, women dance to get the suoltan favous, she tould him storis and danced to amuse him. This sensual and attractive dance was born in the old Egypt. It started as a gift to Hator, an Egyptian goddess-she had an influence on countires fertility, properties and people. This dance brought a great energy to the dancers body. It was danced to make gentler the women in labours pains as a relaxation and Hators protection. This dence represents, in some moments, the labour. When the sultan power dissapeared, in the beginning of 1922, this secret dance became popular and arrived to Occident. It must dance whit the uncovered belly or a transparente veil. The dancer must also get a great mental concetration to do muscle mouvementes. ZAR DANCES
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In the arab countries in nothern Africa, there are afro-easten of Magreb dances that are done with great robes. Its a joining between African spiritualist pagan dances and estern dances. The are two types of dances, the nothern African, called afro-arab, only done by women ( men only took part in music) moving their heads in circles Following the rhyhm of the music that increases the speed till the end. The other type is the sufis one. THE DABKE DANCES In this dance, the musical, rhythm is done with the feer, stippling and doing different types f tap dances. It is realized in long queues of interlaced people and its gerenally danced by men and women. It represents the strength, the joining, the cooperation and the fastening to their own roots. The traditional clothes of this dance Are: For men: slipper trousers with a Charwel, that means, Chiripá a grat shirt and bullfightius style waistcoast, with boots and the Agal a triangle scarf clutched with a string arround the head. For women: a bell-shaped skirt, with long shorts and long shirt blouse and dised till the neck, a valencian style scarf on the head, shoes and plait hair in two parts. Sometimes they use an apron, typical in the country women. COLOMBIAN DANCES Colombia is a pluriethnical and multicultural country. Thats why there many dances. All the natives, blac men, mixed-race festivals are celebrate with dances, ande you can see them in theatres. Through dances, they celebrate the main aspectes in the community (haverts, burials, genesis...) That are like mian instruction, made by the chaman dancers and singers transmit this know ledge through the oral tradition. The festivals are done with sung dances, type of dancing done in a semi-circle of singer chourus, varying the couple dance and the folksong. There are many variations in this territory. In the Andina region we can find: the guabina, the torbellino, and the rajaleña; in the Atlantic coast the bullerenge, the chandé, the fandango and the tambora and the Pacific coast the Currulao and the moña. In carnival, they also ther phantasy and their popular creativity. ARGENTINA DANCES The tango is the most popular dance. Its go a particular language the lunfardo, with uses own customs and special philosophy. It was born in the middle of the last siecle in the suburbs of Buenos Aires, European inmigrants. And the people of Buenos Aires porteños that have a few economical resouras, made a working-class. It appeared a cultural manifestation as a result of this mixture characterized by very close codes. It was very difficult to understand this dance by other people. Its danced by a man and a woman embraced, its the deepest dance in the world. The dancing was evoluting the perfection. The tango is the portrait of Buenos Aires and its people ( problems, city and souvenirs). GIPSY DANCES FLAMINGO It is a cultural tradition of Andalucian gipsy singing and dancing of very old origen and ethnical mixture-arab, jew, gipsy and blak African- consolidated, in last 150 year as a paticul form of art. It
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was born in Andalusia in a marginal community in XVI century. Traditionally associated to gipsy people o ROMANÍ because they have been the main diffusers and interpreters, but we must wait till the XVIII century to see the normalization. In their meetings in mesones and tabernas, where the Andalusian gipsy singing an the guitar were the main aspect it was shaped this musical, literary and choreographic genre called flamenco. Flamingo music and dancing were introduced in the higher-classes at the begging of XIX century. The Andalusian gipsy singing is the heart of flamenco. Andalusian gipsy dancing was improvised on some traditional structures of harmonious and characteristic rhythm. The tap dance, game of sole and heel steps characterize the men dancing. The women dancing is based in the body grace and hands movements. The castanets are not traditional in this dancing. It can go eith row, rythm finger touch, claping and shoutings. ALL THESE DANCES OF THE DIFFERENT ETHNICAL SPANISH MINORITIES ARE THE MAIN POPULAR MANIFEST OF THESE PEOPLE FEELING.
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